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Why care about ASD and GI symptoms?
GI symptoms are common

- Constipation (22%)
- Diarrhea (23%)
- Abdominal pain and discomfort (14%)
- **Any symptom (47%)**

- Food sensitivities/preferences, mealtime difficulties, toileting problems often co-occur

- No evidence that ASD-specific gut pathology

Buie et al 2010; Holingue et al 2018
GI symptoms are associated with co-occurring conditions

- Strong links between GI symptoms and ASD comorbidities
- Functional constipation linked with worse behavioral symptoms, stress, anxiety, increased cortisol
- Seizures, sleep disorders also associated with GI dysfunction

Holingue et al 2018; Buie et al 2010; Saurman et al 2020
Qualitative Study

• What are the experiences that children with ASD & GI symptoms (& families) face?

• Advertised qualitative study to local ASD groups
• Recruited parents of child with ASD with history of GI Symptoms
• 12 interviews (in-person, video, phone)
• Inductive analysis, derived themes

Holingue et al 2021 Under Revision
Theme 1 (Preview)

• Children with ASD often had difficulty verbally communicating the presence of GI symptoms…

• We will come back to this!
Theme 2

- GI issues impacted the child’s wellbeing and ability to participate in and fully engage in activities.
  - child’s ability to attend school, focusing during class, accommodations
  - child’s ability to engage in social or extracurricular activities
  - child’s emotional and overall wellbeing

“When he is not right in his gut...the whole world isn't right...a lot of his behavior and his issues really crop up when he is constipated...he will get in trouble more. He will lose privileges. He will get low point chart numbers from school...it impacts his daily life.”
Theme 3

• The child’s GI issues impacted the family’s wellbeing
  • overall temperament and wellbeing of the household
  • parental distress and frustration
  • family’s ability to go out
  • family’s financial health and stress

“It’s painful as a parent to have to try and do something that’s uncomfortable or out of the norm to your child, just because you know, they don’t really care for it.”
Theme 4

• Parents often experienced challenges with seeking accessible and quality healthcare for their child’s GI problems.
  • Lengthy, complicated processes to make healthcare appointment
  • Medical office settings not conducive to the child’s ASD
  • Parents reported that healthcare providers lacked experience/training in treating children with ASD with complex medical needs.
  • Not taken seriously by healthcare providers due due to ASD
  • Consequences of these challenges
“I think that some of the issues that happen are more complex and they are expecting a child to come in with a fever and you know figure out the cause of that fever and whether or not they require medication. And that’s the end of it. We have a lot of ongoing issues and things that may affect other things and it’s just more complex.”
Pathways linking GI symptoms/gut dysregulation and ASD
Having ASD may increase GI symptoms
Co-occurring conditions and meds may increase GI symptoms
Dietary restrictions or preferences may increase GI symptoms
Having GI symptoms/gut dysfunction may influence ASD
GI discomfort and pain may influence ASD and related conditions.
Gut ‘biology’ may influence risk of ASD and related conditions?
Overview of ASD gut-microbiome research
History (1)

• Anecdotal reports of young children who developed regressive ASD after repeated exposures to antibiotics for chronic otitis media
• Eradication of Clostridiales through additional antibiotics improved ASD symptoms

Sandler et al 2000; Rodkais 2015; Wimberley et al 2018
History (2)

- Open label clinical trial
- Children with regression ASD
- 8-week course of vancomycin and 4 weeks of oral probiotics
- 8 of 11 children showed behavioral improvements, and then deterioration within 2 weeks of vancomycin cessation

Sandler et al 2000
• Some individuals with ASD may have distinct Clostridial species relative to NT controls
• Clostridium (Lachnoclostridium) boltae associated with ASD & GI symptoms
• Clostridiales may produce neurotoxic metabolites, but not clear if these affect brain, gut development or function

Gut Microbiome Alterations in ASD

- Multiple distinct microbiota populations have been associated with ASD, mostly pediatric population

- Findings highly divergent across studies
Reasons for discrepancies

• Small cohorts
• Different comparison groups (unrelated controls, unaffected siblings)
• Failure to control for potential confounders (diet, antibiotics, mediations, etc.)
• ASD heterogeneity
• Variations in laboratory, analytic techniques, geographic location
• Microbiome of stool versus intestinal mucosa
Role of Gut in Development of ASD

• Maternal gut microbiome interacts with immune system during pregnancy
• Animal models show that this interaction influences brain development and behavior
• These studies are much harder to do in humans; research ongoing
• Early-life exposures (delivery mode, diet/breastfeeding, medications) shape development of microbiome
  • Work underway to understand how this affects child health, neurodevelopment and behavior

Types of Microbial Interventions

• Diet is one of the biggest influences of the gut microbiome
• Diet/microbial interventions hold promise; effects vary across people

• Common microbial therapies
  • Antibiotics
  • Probiotics – live, beneficial bacteria (e.g., yogurt, miso, fermented vegetables)
  • Prebiotics – food for the probiotics (e.g., garlic, bananas, oats)
  • Fecal transplants / fecal microbiota transplants
Fecal Transplants

1. Health donor feces
2. Processing
3. Delivery: endoscopy (via mouth or anus), pills
ASD and Microbiota Transfer Therapy

Microbiota Transfer Therapy alters gut ecosystem and improves gastrointestinal and autism symptoms: an open-label study

Dae-Wook Kang1, James B. Adams2, Ann C. Gregory3,15, Thomas Borody4, Lauren Chittick5,15, Alessio Fasano6, Alexander Khoruts7,8,9, Elizabeth Geis2, Juan Maldonado1, Sharon McDonough-Means10, Elena L. Pollard2, Simon Roux5,15, Michael J. Sadowsky8,11, Karen Schwarzberg Lipson12, Matthew B. Sullivan7,5,15,16*, J. Gregory Caporaso12,13* and Rosa Krajmalnik-Brown1,14.

Long-term benefit of Microbiota Transfer Therapy on autism symptoms and gut microbiota

Dae-Wook Kang1,2,8, James B. Adams3, Devon M. Coleman3, Elena L. Pollard3, Juan Maldonado1,2, Sharon McDonough-Means4, J. Gregory Caporaso5,6 & Rosa Krajmalnik-Brown1,2,7.
Purpose of study

• Goal was to assess whether modified fecal microbiota transplant (FMT)
  • Is safe and tolerable in ASD population?
  • Improves GI and ASD symptoms?
Methods

• Open-label clinical trial
• Treatment Group: 18 children with ASD, moderate-to-severe GI problems (7-16 yrs)
• Control Group: 20 Typically Developing children, no GI disorders, same age & sex
• Intervention: 14-day course Vancomycin + MoviPrep + Microbiota (oral/rectal) + Prilosec
• Parents collect stool samples, GI symptoms, ASD symptoms, global impressions

Kang et al 2017
Results: Microbiome Changes

• ASD gut bacteria less diverse at baseline but increased by the end of treatment, similar to control group

• Donor bacterial community partially engrafted in recipient gut

• Specific genera that changed significantly with treatment included Bifidobacterium, Prevotella, and Desulfovibrio

Kang et al 2017
Results: ASD and GI Symptoms

• Abdominal pain, indigestion, constipation, diarrhea improved; average Gastrointestinal Symptom Rating Scale, days with abnormal and no stools decreased
• Improvement in social responsiveness, autism severity, parent global impression
• Significant negative correlation between change in GI and ASD scores
• Average 1.4 year increase in developmental age (VABS-II)
• Treatment generally well tolerated, temporary adverse effects like hyperactivity, tantrums, aggression

Kang et al 2017
Limitations and Caveats

• Not placebo controlled, blinded, or randomized
• Disentangling effects of parts of treatment (Vancomycin vs MoviPrep vs FMT vs Prilosec)
• Assessment of GI symptoms is challenging
• Subgroups of ASD & Generalizability
• Are improvements in ASD symptoms due to microbiota influencing brain?
• Or due to FMT reducing GI symptoms which makes child feel better?
Identifying and managing GI symptoms in ASD
Reminders

- Autism is a heterogeneous disorder
- There is no one single cause of autism
- There may be a subset of autism in which gut is implicated
- There is no one single cause of GI symptoms/gut dysfunction in autism
- This has implications for etiology, treatment, prevention
- Disclaimer: I’m not a medical doctor
Identifying GI Symptoms
Qualitative Study

• What are the experiences that children with ASD & GI symptoms (& families) face?

• Advertised qualitative study to local ASD groups
• Recruited parents of child with ASD with history of GI Symptoms
• 12 interviews (in-person, video, phone)
• Inductive analysis, derived themes

Holingue et al 2021 Under Revision
Theme 1

- Children with ASD often had difficulty verbally communicating the presence of GI symptoms
  - Parents of children with ASD with fluent speech also experienced challenges identifying their child’s GI symptoms.
  - Parents reported relying on bodily signs to identify when their child was experiencing GI symptoms.
  - Parents reported relying on non-verbal behaviors to identify when their child was experiencing GI symptoms.

Holingue et al 2021 Under Revision
“He is verbal to the extent where he can talk to you about things but when something about his body or his feelings or anything that makes him uncomfortable, he doesn't have any words for it.”
“Well, he had them [GI symptoms] starting as a baby. And so I mean something as simple as putting my hand on his stomach, I could feel everything moving and growling...he had severe gas...you could see it in his movements...sometimes I would have to bring him to the doctor, and they would basically have to assist because it would become so dried out [stool] that it would no longer move through his system.”
Challenges Detecting GI Symptoms – Non-Verbal Behavior

“He gets angry. Short, kind of semi belligerent with really basic questions, very atypical for him on a daily basis and then find out that he had just had to go to the bathroom. That's how he kind of presents. But then if you ask him, “Do you need to go to the bathroom”…‘No, I'm fine.’”

“When the stomach hurts, there's an almost immediate physical reaction. She could scream, she could throw things. And after she calms down then she tells us 'My tummy hurts'. Every time the police had to come out because she was really being destructive, first thing she would say as she regained her composure was 'my tummy hurts'”
Why we need ASD-specific GI instruments

• Measurement of GI symptoms challenging; tools used in neurotypical pediatric population may not be appropriate for ASD population

• Limitation of existing ASD-specific GI tools:
  • No psychometric studies (as of 2018)
  • Little inclusion of mealtime, dietary, or behavioral items

• Hinders research and clinical care
Efforts ongoing to develop & validate parent-report GI screeners

Gastrointestinal Symptoms in Autism Spectrum Disorder: A Review of the Literature on Ascertainment and Prevalence

Calliope Holingue, Carol Newill, Li-Ching Lee, Pankaj J. Parichha, and M. Daniele Fallin

There is no standard approach to measuring GI symptoms in individuals with ASD, despite postulated interactions. The objectives of this study were to (a) describe the range of prevalence estimates across studies, and (c) assess associations between ascertainment approach and prevalence estimates. Studies published from 1/1/1980 to 1/31/2017 were collected via PubMed. Eligibility included studies with at least ten individuals with ASD that measured GI symptoms or conditions. We included both review and hypothesis papers. We extracted information on study design, GI symptom ascertainment method, demographics, and ASD diagnostic criteria. From a subset of studies, we extracted GI symptom estimates. Of a possible 386 titles, 144 were included. The prevalence range for constipation was 4.3-65.5% (median 22.9%), for diarrhea was 2.3-75.6% (median 13.0%), and for any or more than one symptom was 4.3-96.8% (median 46.8%). GI symptoms differed significantly by age of individuals, primary goal of study, study design, study sample, and who reported symptoms (P < .05). Due to small sample size, we were not able to test for associations between every GI symptom and study characteristic of interest, or examine associations between GI symptoms and intellectual or verbal disability. Studies used a broad range of methods to ascertain GI symptoms in ASD. GI symptoms varied widely across these studies, with significant differences by study characteristics. Our findings highlight the need for a reliable, valid GI assessment tool to be used consistently across studies of ASD. Autism Res 2018, 11: 24-36. © 2017 International Society for Autism Research, Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Lay Summary: We reviewed studies having to do with autism spectrum disorder and the gastrointestinal system, dating back to 1980. We found that the median prevalence of constipation was 22.2%, diarrhea 13.0%, and any symptom 66.8%. All symptoms had a wide range of estimates across studies. GI symptoms were associated with characteristics of the study, including who measured the GI symptoms. We call for the development of a reliable and valid GI questionnaire for studies of ASD.

Keywords: co-morbid conditions; exposure assessment/exposalics; psychometrics

Holingue et al 2018; Margolis et al 2019
What to look out for
Verbal Communication

• Direct verbalization ("ouch", "hurts", "bad", "tummy", "belly")
• Delayed echolalia that includes reference to pain/stomach (e.g. child repeating "Does your tummy hurt?")
Bodily signs

- Lack of bowel movements
- Diarrhea
- Grumbling belly
- Abdominal swelling
- Etc.

Buie et al 2010
Non-verbal Behaviors

• Pointing to abdomen, sensitivity to being touch in abdominal area
• Facial grimacing, wincing, gritting teeth
• Constant eating/drinking/swallowing, clearing throat, chewing on clothes
• Applying pressure to abdomen (e.g., leaning against furniture)
• Unusual posturing (jaw thrust, neck torsion, arching back)
• Groaning, sighing, irritability, oppositional behavior, aggression, sleep disturbances
Managing GI Symptoms
Strategies for Parents & Individuals with ASD

• Take note of behaviors that child uses when communicating symptoms
• Keep a food, symptom, and toileting log to identify patterns.
• Remember the whole person – we all benefit from being able to move our bodies, eat well, stay hydrated, sleep well, etc.
• Trial and error
Dietary Strategies

- In effort to remove offending foods, sometimes diets become too restrictive and cause GI symptoms.
  - Monitor carefully and don’t remove too much at once. Add food back in if not seeing improvement from removing it.

- Getting right amount of fiber is important for maintaining gut health and minimizing symptoms.
  - Fiber supplements (e.g. Benefiber, Citrucel) can be mixed in a drink. Start very slowly.

- Adequate hydration

- Work with medical provider
Build a "team"

- Primary care physician, nurse practitioner
- (Pediatric) gastroenterologist
- Psychiatrist – medications may be impacting GI symptoms
- Nutritionist – finding ways to incorporate more diversity in diet while avoiding offending foods
- Behavioral therapist – stool withholding, anxiety around sitting on toilet, general anxiety
- Discuss potential accommodations with school/employer
Challenges seeking GI care

- Long wait times
- Shortage of providers
- Financial & insurance obstacles
- Medication reconciliation
- Office environments not conducive to autism
- Prepping child for anxiety-inducing experience (travel, environment, tests, procedures, etc.)
- Not being taken seriously / Diagnostic overshadowing
Beware Diagnostic Overshadowing

• When symptoms of physical illness are attributed to person’s neuropsychiatric/neurodevelopmental disorder
• Increases the risks of treatment delay and the development of complications
• May arise due to stigmatization, negative attitudes, lack of education/training/confidence among clinicians
Example of Diagnostic Overshadowing

“A lot of physicians seem uninterested...It's sort of like ‘your child has autism. This goes with it.’”
Working with medical providers

- Problem-focused visits may be helpful for focusing on one issue (e.g. reflux, headache, sleep)
- Bring videos, behavioral, diet/symptom/toileting log
- Discuss referral to specialist
- Advocate for the outcome you want, be mindful of diagnostic overshadowing as a common practice
- Keep in mind the autism context in terms of identifying, managing, treating symptoms, but also consider GI symptoms as possible distinct medical issue
- Talk to medical office & provider in advance about how to make child more comfortable at visit
Bring these to your healthcare visit

**Evaluation, Diagnosis, and Treatment of Gastrointestinal Disorders in Individuals With ASDs: A Consensus Report**

**Authors:** Timothy Buie, MD,1,2,3,4,6 Daniel B. Campbell, PhD,5 Gregory A. Gerdes, MD,1,2,3,4 Glenn T. Tatem, MD,1,2,3,4 Joseph Leidy, MD,1,2,3,4 Judy Van de Water, PhD,1 Agnes M. Whipple, MD,1,2,3,4,5,6 Denil Ricks, MD,1,2,3,4 Margaret L. Bauman, MD,1,2,3,4,5,6 Arthur L. Beaudet, MD,1,2,3,4 Edward G. Garr, PhD,5 Michael D. Gershon, MD,1,4,6 Keeson L. Norrie, MD,1,4,5 Piyush Aron, MD,1,4,5 Harumi Aoyama, MD,1,2,3,4 Koosanthi Keo, MD,1,4,5 Rahul Koul, MD,4,5,6,7 Fatimah, PhD,4,5,6,7 Susan L. Levy, MD,1,4,5,6,7 Jeffery D. Lewis, MD,1,4,5,6,7 Katherine F. Murray, IEEE, RN,1,4,5,6,7 Marie R. Buczkowski, MD,1,4,5,6,7 Prakash Adatola, MD,4,5,6,7 Barry R. Marshall, MD,1,4,5,6,7 Sharon C. Watson, MD,1,4,5,6,7 John G. Tran, MD,1,4,5,6,7 Loren Deitrich, MD,1,4,5,6,7 and Harald Winter, MD,1,4,5,6,7

1Department of Pediatrics, Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts; 2Division of Gastroenterology and Nutrition, Department of Pediatrics, Children’s Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts; 3Division of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition, University of Massachusetts Medical School, Worcester, Massachusetts; 4Division of Gastrointestinal Medicine, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts; 5Division of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts; 6Division of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition, Children’s Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts; 7Children’s Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts

**Abstract**

Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) are common and clinically heterogeneous neurodevelopmental disorders. Gastrointestinal disorders and associated symptoms are commonly reported in individuals with ASDs, but key issues such as the prevalence and best treatment of these conditions are incompletely understood. A central difficulty in recognizing and characterizing gastrointestinal dysfunction with ASDs is the communication difficulties experienced by many affected individuals. A multidisciplinary panel reviewed the medical literature with the aim of generating evidence-based recommendations for diagnostic evaluation and management of gastrointestinal disorders in children with ASDs. The panel concluded that evidence-based recommendations are not yet available. The consensus expert opinion of the panel was that individuals with ASDs deserve the same thoroughness and standard of care in the diagnostic workup and treatment of gastrointestinal concerns as should care for children without ASDs.

---

**Recommendations for Evaluation and Treatment of Common Gastrointestinal Problems in Children With ASDs**

**Authors:** Timothy Buie, MD,1,2,3,4 George J. Fasheh, B, MD,1,2,3,4 Glenn T. Tatem, MD,1,2,3,4 Keeson L. Norrie, MD,1,2,3,4 Joseph Leidy, MD,1,2,3,4 Jeffery D. Lewis, MD,1,2,3,4 Barry R. Marshall, MD,1,2,3,4 and Harald Winter, MD,1,2,3,4

1Department of Pediatrics, Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts; 2Division of Gastroenterology and Nutrition, Department of Pediatrics, Children’s Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts; 3Division of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts; 4Division of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition, Children’s Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts

**Abstract**

Children with autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) can benefit from adaptation of general pediatric guidelines for the diagnostic evaluation of abdominal pain, chronic constipation, and gastroesophageal reflux disease. These guidelines help health care providers determine when gastrointestinal symptoms are self-limited and when evaluation beyond a thorough medical history and physical examination should be considered. Children with ASDs who have gastrointestinal disorders may present with behavioral manifestations. Diagnostic and treatment recommendations for the general pediatric population are useful to consider until the development of evidence-based guidelines specifically for patients with ASDs. *Pediatrics* 2010;125:510–539

---

**Center for Autism and Related Disorders at Kennedy Krieger Institute**
Remain skeptical!

• Gut-brain field growing rapidly
• Promising early results but need more research
• Microbial therapies have potential benefits and risks
• Remain skeptical; consult a trusted medical provider
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Q&A and Resources
Do you have suggestions regarding how to increase food variety and meet nutritional needs?

• SPARK
  • https://sparkforautism.org/discover_article/diet-and-autism/
  • https://sparkforautism.org/discover_article/what-causes-gi-problems-in-autism/

• Autism Speaks Toolkits
  • Feeding Behavior: https://www.autismspeaks.org/tool-kit/atnair-p-guide-exploring-feeding-behavior-autism
Do you have suggestions on how to reduce constipation?

Other ASD GI Resources

• Spectrum – The gut’s connection to autism
  • https://www.spectrumnews.org/news/the-guts-connection-to-autism/

• Autism Science Foundation Podcast on Gut Brain Connection in Autism
  • https://asfpodcast.org/archives/1160

• SPARK: https://sparkforautism.org/discover_article/what-causes-gi-problems-in-autism/

• Autism Speaks Toolkits
  • Feeding Behavior
  • Constipation
  • Toilet Training
  • Blood Draws
  • And more!
  • https://www.autismspeaks.org/tool-kit?state=All&page=0

• Articles featuring Dr. Tim Buie
  • https://www.autismspeaks.org/search?search_api_fulltext=tim%20buie
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